The proposed LIDAR point cloud simulation framework. First, accurate,dense background is collected by a professional 3D scanner. Then, the synthetic movable obstacles are placed in the static background based on a Probability Map. Finally, LIDAR point cloud together with ground truth (e.g. obstacles' pose) are generated by using our carefully designed simulation strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
LIDAR devices have been widely used in robotics and in particular autonomous driving. They provide robust and precise depth measurements of its surroundings, making them usually the first choice for environmental sensing. Typically the raw point cloud from LIDAR is sent to a computer vision system to find obstacles and other relevant driving information. Currently high-performance vision system usually are based on deep learning techniques. Deep neural networks (DNN) have proven to be an extremely powerful tool for many vision tasks [4] , [26] , [24] .
The success of DNN most relies on the quality and quantity of labelled training data. Compared to image data, 3D point cloud from LIDAR is much more difficult to label manually [11] , [22] . This is particularly true from realtime LIDAR scanners, such as these from Velodyne. These devices, predominantly used in autonomous vehicles (AV), generate sparse point cloud that is difficult to interpret. Labeling the huge amount of point cloud data needed for the safety of AV quickly becomes prohibitively expensive.
There have been work to leverage computer graphics techniques to generate synthetic labeled data (e.g., [18] , [14] , [13] , [23] ). While these simulated data are shown to be useful to improve DNN's performance, there remains a few unsolved problems. First the CG environment is mostly manually crafted with limited scale and complexity. Creating photo-realistic scenes at a large scale is still mostly a manual and expensive process. Secondly the obstacle placement and movement are mostly based on heuristics, which seems robotics and limited in complexity. Thirdly in the scope of LIDAR simulation [25] , [23] , existing methods simply render the scene depth, without considering the physical characteristics of LIDAR, leading to obvious artifacts. As such detector trained with only synthetic data performed poorly (e.g., around 30% accuracy) on real data [25] .
In this paper we present a framework for automatically producing high-fidelity annotated 3D point data, aimed to be immediately used for training DNN models. To both enhance the realism of our simulation and reduce the cost, we have made the following design choices. First, we take advantage of mobile LIDAR scanners, which are usually used in land surveys, to directly take 3D scan of road scenes as our virtual environment, which naturally retain real world geometry, therefore bypassing the need for environmental model creation. Secondly we develop novel data-driven approaches to determine obstacles' poses (position and orientation) and shapes (CAD model). More specifically, we extract from real traffic scenes the distributions of obstacle models and their poses. The learned obstacle distribution is used to synthesize the placement and type of obstacles to be placed in the synthetic background. Note that the learning distribution does not have to be aligned with the captured background. Different combinations of obstracle distribution and background provide a much richer set of data than either could match Thirdly we develop a novel LIDAR renderer that takes into considerations both the physical model and real statistics from the corresponding hardware. Our simulated LIDAR point cloud is barely distinguishable visually from the real ones. Combing all these together, we have developed a system that significantly advances the state of the art in LIDAR simulation. As we will show in the experiment section, our system is able to close the performance gap between simulation and real data to be 1 ∼ 6% in different applications, without any fine tuning or mixing of real and simulation data, and for model fine tuning, only 10%∼20% extra real data could help to outperform the original model trained with full real dataset.
The main contributions of this paper include the following.
• We present a framework that can generate the annotated point data for autonomous driving perception, the resultant data have achieved the level of realism to replace manually annotated real data.
• We combine real-world background models, which is acquired by survey-grade LIDAR scanners, with realistic obstacle placement that is learned from real traffic scenes. Our approach does not require the costly background modeling process, or heuristics based rules. It is both efficient and scaleable.
• We develop a novel LIDAR renderer to synthesize realistic 3D pointc cloud.
• We demonstrate that our synthetic point data may achieve competitive performance in terms of 3D obstacle detection, classification and segmentation.
II. RELATED WORK
As deep learning becomes prevalent, increasing effort has been invested to alleviate the lack of annotated data for training DNN. In this section, we mainly review the recent work on data simulation and synthesis for autonomous driving.
To liberate the power of DNN from limited training data, [16] introduces SYNTHIA, a dataset of a big volume of synthetic images and associated annotation of urban scenes. [6] imitates the tracking video data of KITTI in virtual scenes to create a synthetic copy, and then augments it by simulating different lighting and weather conditions. [6] [15] generate a comprehensive dataset with pixel level labels and instance level annotation, aiming to provide a benchmark supporting both low-level and high-level vision tasks. [3] extracts a collection of Spawn Probability Maps of pedestrians from unannotated image dataset, and utilizes it to synthesize training data where the pedestrians are labeled.
[9] synthesizes annotated images for vehicle detection, and shows an encouraging result that it is possible for a state-ofthe-art DNN model trained with purely synthetic data to beat the one trained on real data, when the amount of synthetic data is sufficiently large. Similarly, our target is to obtain the comparable perception capability from purely simulated point data by virtue of their diversity. To address the scarcity of realism of virtual scenes, [1] proposes to augment the dataset of real-world images by inserting rendered vehicles into those images, thus inheriting the realism from the background and taking advantage of the variation of the foreground. [20] presents a method for data synthesis based on procedural world modeling and more complicated image rendering techniques. Our work also benefits from the real background data and physically based sensor simulation.
While most of previous work are devoted to image synthesis, only few focus on the generation and usage of synthetic LIDAR point cloud, albeit they play an even more important role for autonomous driving. Recently, [25] collects the calibrated images and point cloud using the APIs provided by the video game engine, and apply these data for vehicle detection in their later work [23] . Carla [5] and AutonoViSim [2] also furnish the function to simulate LIDAR point data from the virtual world. However their primary target is to provide platform for testing algorithms of learning and control for autonomous vehicles.
III. METHODOLOGY
In general, we simulate the data acquisition process of the lidar sensor mounted on the autonomous driving vehicle in the real traffic environment. The whole process is composed of several modules: static background construction, movable foreground objects generation and placement, lidar point cloud simulation and the final verification stage. More details will be given in the following sections.
A. Static Background Generation
Different with other simulation frameworks [5] , [25] , which generate the background point cloud from an artificial virtual world, we build the static background with a professional 3D scanner Riegl VMX-1HA [8] which can provide the dense and high accurate point cloud from the real traffic scenario.
The resolution of the point cloud from the Riegl scanner is about 3 cm within a range of 100 meters. In the real application, a certain traffic scene will be repeatedly scanned several rounds (e.g., 5 rounds) in our experiments. After multiple scanning, the point cloud resolution can be increased to about 1 cm. Theoretically, we can simulate any other type of LIDAR point cloud whose point distance is larger than 1 cm. For example, the resolution of common used Velodyne HDL-64E [30] is about 1.5 cm within a range of 10 meters.
To obtain a clean background, static movable obstacles should also be clear away. To improve the efficiency, a stateof-the-art semantic segmentation approach is employed to obtain an initial labeling results first and then annotators correct these wrong parts manually. Here, Pointnet++ [29] is used for semantic segmentation and the average precision can reach about 94%. Based on the semantic information, holes are complemented with the surrounding points.
B. Movable Obstacle Generation
After obtaining the static background, we need consider how to add movable obstacles in the environment. Particularly, we find that the position of obstacles has a great influence on the final detection and segmentation results. However, this has been rarely mentioned by other simulation approaches. Instead of placing obstacles randomly, we propose a data-driven-based method to generalize the obstacle's pose based on the their distribution in the real dataset.
Obstacle Placement Based on Probability Map: first of all, a Probability Map [3] will be constructed based on the obstacles distribution in the labeled dataset which is collected from different scenarios. In the probability map, the position with a higher value means it will be selected to place an obstacle with a higher chance. This map is built based on some labeled dataset. In stead of merely increasing the probability value at the position where an obstacle appeared in the labeled dataset, we also increase the neighbouring positions based on a Gaussian kernel. Similarly, the direction of the obstacles can also be generated from this map. Details of building probability map can be found in Alg. 1. Particularly, we have built different probability maps for different classes. Given the semantics of background, we could easily generalize the Probability Map to other areas in a texture-synthesis fashion.
this prior knowledge. Particularly, each category of models has been divided into two groups: one is the high-frequency model used to cover the most common cases and another is the low-frequency model used to meet the requirement of diversity.
Obstacle Classes and CAD models: for the current stage, only some common types of movable obstacles have been considered, such as cars, SUVs, trucks, buses, bicyclist, motorcyclist and pedestrians. The number of models for each type has been given in Tab. I. Interestingly, a small number of 3D models can achieve high detection rate for rigid obstacles, while more models are needed for non-rigid obstacles. To maintain fidelity, all the 3D models are made with real size and appearance. In addition, we also try to maximize the diversity for each type as much as possible. Specifically, for vehicle models, glasses have been marked as transparent and passengers and driver are added inside them as in the real traffic scene. 
C. Sensor Simulation
The LIDAR sensor captures the surrounding scene through reckoning the time of flight of laser pulses which are emitted from the LIDAR and then reflected from target surfaces [10] . A point is generated if the returned pulse energy of a laser beam is big enough. A simplified physical model Algorithm 1 Probability Map based Obstacle Pose Generation Require: -Annotated point cloud S in a local area -A scanner pose p; Ensure: -A set of obstacles' pose; has been used to simulate this process which has been proven practically sufficient for our objective. The model is formulated as
0.5 1: .,. Divide the local area G into M × N grids with the
weight matrix W and direction matrix θ ; 2: .,. Initialize the Gaussian weight template T with the size of (2k + 1) × (2k + 1); 3: for i, j ← 1 to M, N do 4: if Gi, j contain obstacles then 5: for m, n ← −k to k do 6: W i+m, j+n + = T m,n 7:
end for 9: end if 10: end for 11: .,. By giving a scanner pose p, obstacle positions can be sampled with W one by one;
Model Selection: similar to the obstacle's position, a data-driven-based strategy has been employed to determine the occurrence frequency of different obstacle categories. Based on the labeled dataset, prior occurrence frequency information of different types can be easily obtained. During the simulation process, each 3D model will be selected with
where Ereturn denotes the energy of a returned laser pulse and Eemit is the energy of original laser pulse, Rrel represents the reflectivity of the surface material, Ria denotes the reflection rate w.r.t the laser incident angle, Ratm is the air attenuation rate because the laser beam is absorbed and reflected when traveling in the air, σair is a constant number (e.g. 0.004) in our implementation, and D denotes the distance from the LIDAR center to the target.
Given the basic principle above, the common used multibeam LIDAR sensor (e.g., Velodyne HDL-64E S3 [30]) for autonomous vehicles can be simulated. It emits 64 laser beams in different vertical angles ranging from −24.33
• to 2
• , as shown in Fig. 1 . These beams can be assumed to be emitted from the center of the LIDAR. During data acquisition, HDL-64E S3 rotates around its own upright direction and shoots laser beams at a predefined rate to accomplish 360
• coverage of the scenes. Theoretically, 5 parameters of the beam should be considered for generating the point cloud, including the vertical and azimuth angles and their angular noises, as well as the distance measurement noise. Ideally, these parameters should keep constant, however, we found that different devices have different vertical angles and noise. To be closer to reality, we obtain these values from real point clouds statistically. Specifically, We collect real point clouds of these HDL-64E S3 sensors atop parked vehicles, guaranteeing the point curves (refer to Fig. 3-a) generated by different laser beams to be smooth. The points of each laser beam are then marked manually and fitted by a cone with the apex located in the LIDAR center. The half-angle of the cone minus π/2 forms the real vertical angle while the noise variance is figured out from the deviation of lines constructed by the cone apex and the points from the cone surface. The real vertical angles usually differ from the ideal ones by 1 − 3 • . In our implementation, we approximate aforementioned noises using Standard Gaussian Distribution, setting distance noise variance to 0.5 cm and the azimuth angular noise variance 0.05 • . Our experiments prove that real parameter values significantly boost the DNN performance. Rendering In order to generate a point cloud, we have to compute intersections of laser beams and the virtual scene, for this we propose a cube map based method to handle the hybrid data of virtual scenes, i.e. points and meshes. Instead of computing intersections of beams and the hybrid data, we compute the intersection with the projected maps (e.g. depth map) of scenes which offer the equivalent information but much easier.
To do this, we first perspectively project the scene onto 6 faces of a cube centered at the LIDAR origin to form the cube maps as in Fig. 2 . The key to make cube maps usable is to obtain the smooth and holeless projection of the scene, with presence of environment points. Therefore we render the environment point cloud using surface splatting [27] , while rendering obstacle models using the regular method. We synergize these two parts in the same rendering pipeline, yielding in a complete image with both the environment and obstacles. In this way, we get 3 types of cube maps: depth, normal, and material which are used in Eq. (1) .
Next, we simulate the laser beams according to the geometric model of HDL-64E S3, and for each beam we look for the distance, normal and material of the target sample it hit, with which we generate a point for this beam. Note Fig. 2 . The cube map generated by projecting the surrounding scene onto 6 faces of a cube centered at the LIDAR origin. Here we only show the depth maps.
that some beams are likely discarded, if its returned energy computed with Eq. 1 is too low or it hit a empty area in the cube face, which indicates the sky.
Finally, we automatically generate the tight oriented bounding box (OBB) for each obstacle by simply adjusting its original CAD' OBB to points of the obstacle. Fig. 3 -a shows the simulated point clouds of Velodyne HDL-64E S3 where all obstacles are surrounded by the OBBs in green, and the point circles look very natural.
We'd like to highlight that our LIDAR simulation method is easy to extend for arbitrary LIDAR sensors and any sensor solution of the different number and poses of sensors. In Fig.  3 -b, We demonstrate a point cloud generated by simulating 3 Velodyne VLP-16 sensors mounted around a vehicle.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will evaluate the effectiveness and accuracy of the simulation data produced by our proposed method. The experiments for evaluation will be done in three different important applications. They are the 3D object detection, semantic segmentation and the instance segmentation (simultaneous 3D object detection and point cloud segmentation). For both of the applications, we implement one or two state-of-the-art algorithm, including the PointNet [28] , PointNet++ [29] , and the accelerated real-time MV3D [4] for simultaneous detection and segmentation (instance segmentation). The results are evaluated and compared by mean IoU (for semantic segmentation), AP-0.7 (for object deteciton on kitti dataset [33] ) and mean bounding box/mask AP (for instance segmentation, we use the mean AP across threshold at IoU = .50 : .05 : .95 which is the same evaluation metrix in coco challenges [32] ).
In all these experiments, the data produced by our proposed simulation method will be compared with 1) the simulation data produced by existing point cloud simulators or algorithms, 2) the precisely labeled real data on the same road and with the same environmental conditions, 3) the existing and widely used dataset which are collected on the different road and different environmental settings.
A. Dataset
In experiments, we use four different datasets for evaluations and comparisons. These datasets include two real is mainly used for evaluations and comparisons in detection experiments. Apollo Point Cloud: This is a large LIDAR dataset for autonomous driving. It contains 100,000 real point cloud frames for training and 20,000 for testing. These real data was labeled precisely for 360
• . The labeled obstacles are categorized into four classes including about 768,950 common cars, 103,092 big motors (e.g., truck and bus), 160,897 cyclists, 160,897 pedestrians, 160,897 traffic cones and 160,897 other unknown objects. This dataset is used as major baseline for evaluations of 3D object detection, instance/semantic segmentations and objects classification. Apollo Simulation: We produce 100,000 point cloud frames using our proposed method with best settings. This simulated dataset has the same object categories and the number of each kind of objects are all in a similar sale. This dataset is mainly used for verification of the effectiveness of our proposed simulation method. This dataset will be published along with the paper.
Other Simulation: This dataset contains 20,000 frames for training. It was produced by existing point cloud simulation method or existing strategies when used to replace specific step in our proposed method. This dataset will be used as comparisons to shown the effectiveness and robustness of each strategies proposed in our framework.
We use different settings to produce this dataset for comparisons including: 1) Different Background: Instead of using geometric realism background of proposed method, we use Yue et al. [25] to produce the third sets.
B. Evaluations, Comparisons and Analysis
In experiments, we first compare the proposed simulation method with the existing simulation strategies. Then, we evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of the model trained by our produced simulation data and make a comparison with the models trained with labeled real data. Finally, we tried to use a large amount of simulation data to boost the models' performance on limited real data. These experiments are done for three applications (detection, semantic segmentation and instance segmentation) with three different state-of-the-art algorithms.
Comparisons with Existing Simulation Strategies
We compared our proposed simulation methods with other existing simulation strategies [25] . We use the simulation data produced by different simulator to train detection and segmentation models (pointNet [28] , pointNet++ [29] , and real-time MV3D [4] ). Evaluations were done on the 20k real testing data from the Apollo Point Cloud Dataset to get the mean IoU or Mean AP (of the bounding box and points set). The sizes of all these datasets are 16k in training.
As shown in Table II , the accuracy of the models trained with our simulation data far outperform (by 4 ∼ 7%) those trained with the other simulation strategies. The accuracy of the model trained with our simulation data is very close to the model learned with real data (gap is only 1∼4% in different applications).
Comparisons with Real Data
We evaluation the robustness and effectiveness of our simulation dataset by comparing with the real data. These 2D object detection and orientation estimation; 2) 3D object Yue [25] 58 simulation and real data were randomly selected from the Apollo Point Cloud and Apollo simulation dataset. The mean AP evaluation and comparison results of the instance segmentation models were presented in Table IV . As shown in Table IV , trained only with our simulation data, the instance segmentation models could produce competitive results compared with the precisely labeled real data. We observed that when using 100k simulation data, the model's performance outperform 4k real data in both detection and segmentation and very close to 16k or 100k real data. This means by increasing the size of our produced simulation dataset it can gradually approach the effectiveness of the real dataset.
Boosting Real Data
We use the simulation data to boost the real data (e.g. pretrain the model), as shown in Table III and V it could help significantly improve (by 2 ∼ 4%) the validation accuracy of the original model trained only with the real data. On the Apollo Point Cloud dataset, we find that using 100k simulation data to pre-train the model and 1.6k real data for fine tuning could already outperform the model trained with 16k real data. When fine tuning with 32k real data the model could alreay surpass the model trained with 100k real data. Similarly, on the kitti benchmarks (Table V) , the simulation data helps to improve the detection AP by about 3%. This means that our simulation strategy could help to reduce the quantity demand of the precisely labeled real data to only 10%∼ 20% and with the help of our point cloud simulation system, costs of data labeling are saved by 80∼90%.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK This paper presents a framework to produce annotated point cloud used in 3D obstacle perception in autonomous driving. By approximating the realism of four levels: road environment, obstacles' pose, obstacles' shape distribution, and point sample detail, we enable our simulated data to be used directly to train the deep neural networks(DNN). Experiments demonstrate that our purely simulated data suffice to substitute the real data of manual annotation in terms of 3D obstacle detection and classification. Thus, it accelerates the development of 3D perception capability and significantly reduces the cost.
On the other hand, our current work have several limitation. Firstly, although high quality environment data provide real world geometry, acquisition of these data requires very expensive LIDAR scanner, which severely constrains the extendibility of our method to more locations. Secondly,our framework is only concerned with LIDAR data generation right now. In future work, we plan to establish virtual environments directly from the data captured by different kinds of sensors mounted on autonomous driving cars, such LIDARs, cameras, thus allows us to rapidly construct the virtual scenes of any location where autonomous vehicles run, and to generate both annotated point cloud and image data. In addition, we will explore methods to create the corner-case data which is hardly captured in real world.
